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As one part of a quality enhance-
ment plan, North Carolina State 
University recently implemented 

a technology initiative with an initial 
focus on evaluating and improving 
classroom technology, piloting technol-
ogy-rich workspaces for student proj-
ects, and initiating an internal grants 
program for faculty.1 An advisory com-
mittee directs the initiative with stake-
holders from the faculty, distance learn-
ing and information technology offices, 
faculty teaching/learning center, library, 
and university assessment.

The advisory committee began a 
conversation in the spring of 2006 on 
evaluating faculty uses of technology. 
They set a goal of gathering systematic 

and broad information regarding cur-
rent uses of technology as it relates to 
pedagogy (instructional techniques). In 
response to this discussion, the commit-
tee funded the design and development 
of a searchable Technology Practices 
Directory (TPD) to study how faculty use 
technology to impact learning. The term 
“directory” is purposeful, as it suggests a 
tool faculty can use to find others with 
similar technology interests in the spirit 
of forming productive partnerships and 
communities. The advisory committee 
specifically avoided calling the project 
a “survey” or “database,” which might 
connote one-time data collection rather 
than a dynamic and changing informa-
tion base.
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The directory is designed to serve the 
needs of multiple stakeholders, con-
sistent with the diversity of the advi-
sory committee. The primary purpose 
is to help university assessment staff 
research existing technology practices 
in campus-based and distance classes. A 
secondary purpose is to help faculty col-
laborate with peers by using search fea-
tures to quickly locate colleagues using 
particular technologies. The directory 
could also help faculty document and 
promote innovations in their teaching 
through a public, searchable interface. 
Faculty can export and print their direc-
tory entries for inclusion in a dossier or 
other documentation associated with 

reappointment, promotion, and tenure 
decisions.

While the directory is designed primar-
ily to benefit university assessment and 
faculty collaborations, faculty-serving 
organizations could also use the data for 
planning. A faculty center for teaching 
and learning could use the directory to 
identify popular tools and form learning 
communities, for example, or identify 
peer mentors and tool experts to lead 
specialized professional development. 
Information technology and distance 
learning groups could use the directory 
to identify underutilized tools for which 
additional training might be required or 
heavily used tools that might indicate a 
need to shift resource allocation.

The directory project is somewhat 
unique in its focus on documenting 
faculty uses of technology in asso-
ciation with learning activities at the 
campus level. Other faculty directories 
publicize research and areas of expertise 
nationally in a public profile, but teach-
ing practices at the campus level are 
not emphasized.2 Peer review of teach-
ing systems enables faculty to docu-
ment teaching practice with student 
work samples and receive collaborative 
feedback from reviewers.3 The TPD is 
more specialized, however, in assessing 
teaching with technology specifically 
and fostering non-evaluative collabora-
tions on campus. It does not include 
a feature for faculty to comment on 

or rate the quality of their peers’ 
technology uses.

TPD design and develop-
ment was led by a core design 
team consisting of three staff 

from university assess-
ment familiar with 
survey design and a 

faculty member in 
the Instructional 
Technology Pro-

gram (the author) 
who received a grant 
from the technology 

initiative to advise the 
directory’s theoreti-
cal design and process 
results. The design team 
received its charge from 
and reported updates to 

the advisory committee. The com-
mittee provided funding and in-kind 
support, assisted with focus groups, 
reviewed directory drafts, and ulti-
mately approved continuation of the 
project based on  progress.

The directory project has progressed 
in phases, beginning with the theo-
retical design for what information to 
capture and how to associate technol-
ogy information with pedagogy and 
learning. After finalizing the theoretical 
design, the design team proceeded with 
the interface design using both print 
and Web-based prototypes. Finally, the 
design team prepared a phased release 
and marketing plan to encourage fac-
ulty participation. This article outlines 
challenges, proposed solutions, and les-
sons learned in these three phases. It 
concludes with faculty reactions to the 
directory and proposed enhancements 
that might improve participation.

Theoretical Design
A key challenge for the directory proj-

ect was to help faculty associate their 
technology practices with student learn-
ing. While most faculty can tell you 
about a tool they use in their course, it is 
more difficult for them to describe how 
or why that tool actually affects learn-
ing. Thus, a key goal for the directory 
was to guide faculty in making informa-
tive technology-pedagogy alignments 
that could be summarized to depict the 
impact of technology on learning.

Based on the assumption that most 
faculty can easily list the tools they use 
in a course, we sought a taxonomy of 
tools that most faculty could imme-
diately understand (that is, “Does the 
tool you are reporting fit in any of these 
categories?”). We needed a taxonomy 
that would not just list tools but also 
capture information on pedagogy, 
either explicitly or implicitly. After 
researching numerous classifications 
of both tools and strategies,4 we identi-
fied two tool taxonomies that directly 
addressed our needs—the Media for 
Inquiry, Communication, Construc-
tion, and Expression taxonomy5 and 
the taxonomy of cognitive tools used in  
support of open-ended, student-cen-
tered learning environments.6 After 
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eliminating duplicates and group-
ing some items, we collapsed these 
two taxonomies into one set of tool-
supported activities. Table 1 shows 10 
common instructional activities and 
example tools that support them. 
The difference between “informa-
tion” and “representations” in the 
activities column is one between tradi-
tional, text-based information sources  
and new media representations of 
information such as audio, video, or 
simulated worlds.

The adapted taxonomy provides for 
explicit pedagogy by suggesting 10 
common activities to which most tools 
could be applied. For example, someone 
listing a Web annotation tool in the 
directory might align their tool with the 
activity, “integrating something new 
with existing information.” The tax-
onomy also helps inform instructional 
practices implicitly. Implicit across the 
10 activities are different groupings of 
items that allow the design team to 
make assumptions about the quality of 
teaching/learning with technology on 
campus. If faculty report that they use 
tools requiring student analysis or inte-
gration, this provides evidence of infor-
mation processing in classes. If faculty 
report tools requiring students to plan 
goals and create new ideas, this provides 
evidence of faculty adopting project-ori-
ented or constructivist activities. Three 
categories of communication and col-
laboration tools in the taxonomy would 
provide evidence of instructor-centered 
teaching (that is, one-way communicat-
ing) versus student-centered, collabora-
tive learning (two-way communicating, 
collaborating).

Another critical variable considered in 
the theoretical design was who actually 
uses a tool. Faculty could use tools to 
conduct most of the 10 activities as they 
prepare course materials or teach/lecture. 
Conversely, students could use tools to 
conduct most of the activities as part of 
class assignments. In terms of impact on 
learning, we would hope to see signifi-
cant evidence of students using tools to 
learn actively as opposed to just faculty 
using tools to teach, lecture, and deliver 
content. Thus, the directory needs to 
capture this distinction.

Research Focus
Based on this theoretical design with 

10 activities, the TPD addresses the fol-
lowing research questions:
■ Which of the 10 activities are applied 

most and least frequently by faculty 
and, conversely, by students? What 
do these activities suggest with regard 
to general pedagogy or student 
 learning?

■ Which tools are used most across the 
faculty? What do these uses indicate 
with regard to general pedagogy or 
student learning?

Small Group Evaluation
To assist in revising the theoretical 

design, the design team developed sev-
eral drafts of a data collection tool in 
print form. We shared these mock-ups 
with the advisory committee both infor-
mally through regular meetings and 
formally through a focus group where 
10 committee members completed the 
forms provided in the tool and provided 
comments.

The committee suggested the data 
collection tool begin with a list of gen-
eral tool categories (such as office tools, 
course management systems, commu-
nication tools, and digital audio/video 
tools). Faculty would select a category 
and then write in the name of a specific 
tool or feature (Excel, discussion board). 
This approach would aid end-user search-
ing because someone unfamiliar with 
specific tools or features could search a 
category to retrieve associated tools and 
features. Under the digital/audio video 
category, for example, a search might 
indicate that faculty use iMovie, Win-
dows Movie Maker, and Camtasia.

The committee expressed mixed reac-
tions to the 10 activities during review. 
Some faculty quickly aligned their tools 
with the activities, while others com-
mented that the activities were more 
appropriate for information technolo-
gies used in the social sciences. Some 
suggested that faculty using machine 
or non-information technologies in 
the hard sciences (nuclear magnetic 
resonance imaging, virtual microscopy, 
computer-controlled knitting machin-
ery) might have trouble aligning their 
tools with activities such as “analyzing 

or manipulating information/represen-
tations.” The wording of “information/
representations” did not correspond 
exactly to the real objects (for example, 
cells) with which machine technologies 
interact. This issue was tabled until after 
the general release of the TPD.

After the general release, a few faculty 
again expressed difficulty aligning their 
tools with the activities. In response, the 
design team has changed the wording 
under certain activities to “information, 
representations, and physical artifacts” 
so that the directory will better solicit 
both information and non-information 
technologies. Also, tool examples from 
faculty in scientific disciplines were 
added to diversify Table 1.

Interface Design
The distance education office pro-

vided in-kind support to the directory 
project in the form of two Web applica-
tions programmers, who consulted with 
the design team to build the data col-
lection tool. The programmers took the 
theoretical framework and translated it 
into a set of Web-based PHP forms that 
save entered data to a database. This 
lengthy process took place over eight 
to nine separate meetings in the fall of 
2006, with time between meetings for 
the programmers to address requested 
changes from the design team.

In all, five sections or forms are 
included in the directory data collection 
component. Faculty who visit the direc-
tory for the first time begin by complet-
ing Section I, Contact Information. This 
page requires faculty to provide first and 
last name and select their title, college, 
and department from pull-down lists. 
Faculty also have the option of entering 
a campus address, e-mail address, phone 
number, and personal Web site URL.

After entering contact information, 
the TPD directs faculty to Section II, 
Course Information. Requested informa-
tion includes course prefix and number, 
college and department, any cross-listed 
college or department, primary level of 
students who take the course, approxi-
mate number of students who take the 
course, and teaching method for the 
course (face-to-face, online, blended, 
other distance method).
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Table 1

Instructional Activities and Supporting Tools

Activities Example Tools Supporting the Activities

Planning class activities or tasks/projects, 
setting goals

Electronic calendar for instructor to post exam dates; project management software for 
students to plan detailed steps in an assignment

Seeking information, representations,  
or physical artifacts

Search engines and library databases to help research ideas with keywords 
(information )

Media libraries to help access images, audio, or video; digital libraries to help access 
scanned copies of letters/papers or other electronic artifacts (representations)

Geiger counter to search for evidence of radiation; telescope to search for asteroids; 
infrared homing to seek light emitted by hot objects (physical artifacts)

Collecting/capturing information, 
 representations, or physical artifacts

Survey software to capture response data; database software to capture and store client 
records; bookmarking tool to capture Web addresses, digital drop boxes for files; RSS 
aggregators to collect and store text-based news feeds and blog entries (information )

Digital cameras to capture images; audio or video recorders to capture vocals and/or 
moving images; RSS aggregators to collect and store audio podcasts; Doppler radar to 
capture target velocity; MRI to capture representations of the body (representations)

Scientific probeware to capture water molecules (physical artifacts)

Analyzing or manipulating information, 
representations, or physical artifacts

Spreadsheet software, mathematical modeling software, and statistics software to 
explore numerical data and look for trends; concept mapping software to organize 
ideas and build relationships (information)

Simulation software or interactive learning objects to alter variables (such as force per 
square inch on a new structure) and analyze resulting output; GIS software to add 
visual layers on maps and analyze interactions (representations)

Microscope to enhance and study cells on a glass slide; remote-controlled robotic arm 
to examine hazardous substances (physical artifacts)

Integrating something new with existing 
information, representations, or physical 
artifacts; extending, building on

Reviewing tools to mark-up or critique others’ work/documents; Web 2.0 tools like 
furl.net or trailfire to add tags and comments/annotations to existing Web pages 
(information )

Video coding software to mark and tag segments in a captured movie (representations)

Surgical equipment to add a stent to an artery (physical artifacts)

Creating new information, 
 representations, or physical artifacts

Word processors, blogging tools, Web page editors, and programming software to 
create new papers, reflections, Web sites, and code; Web 2.0 mashups that combine 
disparate information sources into a new hybrid form (information)

Video editing software to produce a new movie; podcast software to create a new 
audio broadcast; animation software to create a new drawing; CAD software to create 
a building layout (representations)

Robotic equipment to create new textiles; 3-D printer to create a tangible object; cen-
trifuge to separate elements and create a new compound (physical artifacts)

Assessing, monitoring progress on 
 student  learning

Online quizzes and classroom student response systems or “clickers” to gauge student 
progress; electronic gradebooks to monitor progress; reviewing tools to mark up or 
critique others’ work/documents

One-way communication PowerPoint software or document cameras to support classroom presentations; 
 Camtasia software to record and post a presentation online

Two-way communication E-mail, discussion boards, or chat software to communicate about course topics

Collaborating on tasks/projects Wiki Web pages to co-construct ideas online; groupware and whiteboard software to 
meet remotely from different locations and work on a project
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Section III, Technology Informa-
tion, prompts faculty to think about 
a single technology or tool they use in 
the course. They are reminded they can 
return to this page multiple times to 
enter information on additional tech-
nologies or tools. First, faculty must 

select a general tool category to which 
their first reported tool applies. The 
general tool categories include course 
management systems, Web page edi-
tors, digital audio/video or graphics, 
Internet/online resources, modeling 
software/simulations, GIS/GPS, office 

software, statistical/analytical software, 
programming software, electronic com-
munication/collaboration, classroom 
presentation, and other. Second, faculty 
provide the name of the specific tool. 
For example, under the general category 
“office software,” faculty might enter 
“Excel.” Finally, faculty see the full list 
of 10 activities and are asked to mark all 
for which they or their students use the 
reported tool. If faculty report Excel, for 
example, they would probably align it 
with an activity such as “analyzing or 
manipulating information/representa-
tions/physical artifacts.”

As shown in Figure 1, faculty can 
receive pop-up information on the Sec-
tion III Web form that prompts them to 
align their reported tool with different 
activities. The pop-ups—which display 
when the user rolls a mouse over the hot 
text “What’s this?”—help faculty under-
stand the types of tools that generally 
apply to an activity. After they submit 
this page, the reported tool can be asso-
ciated with a general tool category and 
learning activities.

The form for Section IV, Details of 
Activities, is dynamic and built entirely 
from the activities faculty select in Sec-
tion III. Continuing with the example 
from Section III, if faculty report that 
the activity “analyzing or manipulating 
information/representations/physical 
artifacts” was associated with Excel in 
their course, Section IV would prompt 
them to add further details about the 
“analyzing” activity.

Specifically, three elaborations are 
requested. First, faculty must indicate 
who uses the tool to “analyze”—the 
instructor, the student, or both. This is 
an important field for follow-up search-
ing and research purposes, to determine 
if faculty mainly use tools to teach and 
deliver content or if they also involve 
their students in using tools to process 
and learn content. Second, faculty must 
report how important the tool was for 
the specified activity—critical, impor-
tant, nonessential, or detrimental. For 
example, faculty might report Excel is 
“important” in helping students ana-
lyze information. Figure 2 shows part of 
the Section IV Web form that prompts 
faculty to indicate who uses a tool for a 

Figure 1

Web Form Pop-Up Examples

Figure 2

Form for Who Uses a Tool and Its Importance
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designated activity and the tool’s impor-
tance for that activity. Different campus 
agencies requested this information to 
determine the overall value of tools they 
provide and support. Third, faculty can 
use an open-ended text-entry box to 
give an example of how they or their 
students use the tool for the specified 
activity. Figure 3 shows part of the Sec-
tion IV Web form that prompts faculty 
for this information. After faculty sub-
mit this page, the reported tool can be 
associated with a general tool category, 
activities, users, an estimate of value, 
and various descriptions of use.

The data collection tool ends with 
Section V, Infrastructure. Faculty are 
asked to check all that apply from a 
list of infrastructure items needed to 
support their reported tool (access to 
Internet in classroom, access to Internet 
at home for distance education, com-
puter labs, and so forth). An open-ended 
text-entry box requests recommenda-
tions for infrastructure improvements 
that would optimize faculty use of the 
reported tool. After faculty submit this 
page, the reported tool can be asso-
ciated with a general tool category, 
activities, users, an estimate of value, 
various descriptions of use, and basic 
infrastructure items necessary to sup-
port the tool.

The Infrastructure form ends with 
two final selections. Faculty must elect 
whether their data may be displayed and 
made searchable in the public directory, 
and they must select where to go next: 
submit and exit, submit and provide 
information on another tool used in the 
currently active course (which takes the 
user back to Section III), or submit and 
provide information on another tool in 
a different course (which takes the user 
back to Section II).

Once faculty have added courses and 
tools to the directory, they can log in 
from the directory entry page and see 
a summary page of courses and tools 
associated with their campus ID (see Fig-
ure 4). Faculty can choose “edit contact 
information,” which takes them to Sec-
tion I; “add a new course,” which takes 
them to Section II; “edit course informa-
tion,” which allows them to edit courses 
already created in Section II; “add a new 

technology” for a listed course, which 
takes them to Section III; “edit technol-
ogy,” which allows them to edit technol-
ogies already added for a listed course in 
Section III; or “remove,” which allows 
them to delete a tool entry.

The directory includes a search page 
where users may browse technolo-
gies shared for various courses. Two 
open-ended search fields are provided 
to search for keywords or instructor 
name. Otherwise, users employ pull-
down menus to search for tools associ-
ated with one of the 10 activities, one 
of the general tool categories, a specific 
user group (instructor versus student-
oriented tools), a specific college, or a 
specific department (see Figure 5). Users 
can export the search results to a .csv 
file. Currently, the directory search is 
restricted to campus users with an active 
ID, to prevent data mining from external 

commercial interests who might harass 
faculty. All faculty, staff, and students 
have full access.

Marketing and Release
A phased release was planned for 

the data collection tool. Faculty who 
had received internal grants from the 
advisory committee or who were on 
the advisory committee were asked to 
complete tool entries for a course or 
two in fall 2006. We anticipated many 
in the general faculty would want to 
search and browse a few existing tool 
entries before diving in to share their 
own, so we planned to populate the 
directory with examples ahead of the 
general release.

After the directory was populated with 
initial data, we enlisted the aid of the 
provost’s office to introduce the direc-
tory by e-mail to all faculty on campus. 

Figure 3

Form to Submit an Example of Tool Use

Figure 4

Summary Page of Faculty Data Entries
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A printed postcard followed, describing 
the directory’s purposes and inviting 
faculty to participate. The invitations 
included several selling points, includ-
ing the ability to form collaborations 
and document innovative teaching. 
Links to the directory were posted on 
the main technology initiative page 
under the auspices of the advisory com-
mittee, and the design team prepared a 
short article for a campus newsletter.

Preliminary Findings
The first round of submissions has 

progressed slowly. In a period of eight 
months (through May 2007), 89 faculty 
of 2,000 have visited and entered data, 
with only 43 completing a full entry. 
The directory includes complete infor-
mation on 61 tools, but 23 of those 
entries came from 5 faculty, with the 
remaining 38 entries entered by 38 fac-
ulty (that is, just one entry each). Thus, 

most faculty in the directory reported 
one tool and stopped.

We suspect most faculty use 8 to 14 
technologies in teaching their courses, 
but to date they have been unwill-
ing to enter this data in the directory. 
Further, even though the directory 
prompts faculty to report one tool at 
a time and repeat tool entries for each 
course taught, several faculty lumped 
multiple tools and activities in one 
entry, hinting at their desire to fin-
ish this task quickly. Finally, many 
of those completing full entries are 
associated with the advisory commit-
tee, not drawn from the general fac-
ulty. As noted, committee members 
were asked to try out the directory 
first and enter some information from 
their courses. If not for this prompted 
response, the directory would contain 
little to no data.

The directory response rate is obvi-
ously lower and from a more narrow 
population than desired. Despite its 
shortcomings, however, reported data 
include a diverse range of activities and 
tools, meeting the goal of the advisory 
committee in capturing broad informa-
tion about technologies used on cam-
pus. Further, 54 of 61 tools reported 
were used by students in some capacity, 
with only 7 tools used exclusively by 
faculty to lecture or teach in a tradi-
tional mode. Many technologies are 
clearly used as part of student-centered 
learning activities, not just for faculty 
delivery of information.

In terms of activities, faculty in the 
directory population were most likely 
to use technology for two-way com-
munication, creating information, 
and assessing students (see Table 2). 
In terms of tools, faculty reported using 
classroom presentation tools most 
often, followed by course management 
systems and other Internet tools and 
resources (see Table 3). At least three or 
more faculty reported using tools in the 
categories of electronic communica-
tion, digital audio/video, spreadsheets/
databases/word processing, and model-
ing/simulations. At least two faculty 
reported using survey, programming, 
statistical, and Web-page editing soft-
ware (not included in Table 3).

Figure 5

Search Page with Designated Fields

Table 2

Reporting Frequency of Technology-Supported Activities

Rank Activities for Which Faculty Use Tools No. Tools

1 Two-way communication 17

2 Creating new information, representations, or physical 
artifacts

16

3 Assessing, monitoring progress on student learning 14

4 One-way communication 13

5 Collecting/capturing information, representations, or physi-
cal artifacts

11

6 Analyzing or manipulating information, representations, or 
physical artifacts

11

7 Integrating something new with existing information, rep-
resentations, or physical artifacts; extending, building on

8

8 Collaborating on tasks/projects 9

9 Planning class activities or tasks/projects, setting goals 6

10 Seeking information, representations, or physical artifacts 6
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One-to-One Faculty Reactions
To determine why the directory proj-

ect started so slowly, the design team 
contacted several faculty who com-
pleted at least one tool entry and other 
faculty who created an account using 
the Section I form but went no further. 
These individuals provided insight into 
difficulties faculty faced when starting  
a new directory account. Some prob-
lems we had anticipated, while others 
were unexpected.

At least some faculty confirmed 
initial warnings by the focus group 
that the 10 activities might be diffi-
cult to translate. As noted previously, 
the taxonomy was revised following 
these interviews and the first round 
of data collection to address this prob-
lem, adding examples of technologies 
that work with “physical artifacts” in  
addition to “information/representa-
tions” to better support faculty in the 
hard sciences.

One individual suggested the direc-
tory’s focus on the course level is inap-
propriate, as he had developed several 
learning objects as part of research 
activities that could be used in teach-
ing. He did not wish to associate these 
with any course, but had to make up a 
mock course to enter information about 
his software.

On a related issue, some faculty sug-
gested the entry forms were too repeti-
tive. If they use the same tool for the 
same purpose/activity across multiple 
courses, they would like to enter rel-
evant information only once (tool cat-
egory, activities, users, and so forth) 
and associate the tool with all relevant 
courses. Currently, faculty must report 
the same tool once for each course, since 
they may use the same tool differently 
in different courses.

Some faculty indicated the forms were 
too lengthy and time consuming. An 
instructor who had developed more 
than 50 learning objects indicated he 
would not be willing to “endure” going 
through Sections III–V of the data collec-
tion tool 50 times. Another user recom-
mended we provide a time estimate for 
completing forms I–V, since he quit not 
knowing how much time it would take 
to go through the reporting  process.

In response to this feedback, we 
revised the directory to include clear 
headers indicating that a total of five 
forms would be accessed and to show 
users where they were in the process. 
We also cut several course-related ques-
tions from Section II and reduced the 
verbosity of text instructions across  
all forms.

The issue of time is probably a major 
barrier to faculty use of the directory, 
given the well-documented demands 
on faculty. One suggestion by a stake-
holder was to open the directory to 
collaborators who could enter data on 
behalf of faculty (teaching assistants, 
instructional designers familiar with a 
course redesign project). If faculty lack 
the time to participate in the directory, 
perhaps others could be empowered to 
help them out. The counterargument 
is that staff might not know enough 
about a course to correctly align tools 
with activities and users.

Table 3

Reported Tools by Category

Category Tools Shared (No. Faculty*)

Classroom presentation tools LCD projector, overhead projector (3)

Camtasia (3)

Classroom clicker systems (3)

Elluminate (3)

PowerPoint (3)

Applets

Course management systems WebCT assessment or online quizzes (5)

WebCT discussion board (3)

Wolfware

Internet/online resources Cmap (2)

Learning objects, Flash (2)

del.icio.us

WolfBlogs

Online databases

Trailfire

Crimson Editor

Electronic communication WolfBlogs (2)

Elluminate

Wimba voice tools

Digital audio/video, graphics Digital video cameras

iMovie

Quicktime

Spreadsheets, databases, 
word processors

Microsoft Word (2)

Google Docs & Spreadsheets

Excel

Modeling, simulations Littlefield Technologies Game

Spartan

Activeworlds

* Where number of faculty is not indicated, there is just one user.
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Difficulties faced when launching 
faculty portals are not unprecedented, 
as noted by the learning object com-
munity. Koppi et al. found the lack of a 
reward structure for developing learning 
objects and innovative teaching mate-
rials was a key barrier for faculty con-
tributors to a learning object catalog.7 To 
encourage a learning object economy, 
Liber suggested, a need exists to fund, 
support, and reward “communities of 
teachers committed to particular peda-
gogical approaches,” and the demand 
for objects will emerge from sustaining 
such groups.8 For the directory project to 
realize its potential might require simi-
lar incentives and advanced models of 
collaboration.

Future Directory 
Enhancements

The design team believes a critical 
mass of users will be necessary before the 
TPD becomes self-sustaining and gen-
eral faculty are motivated to join. We are 
considering additional incentives and 
features to improve the adoption rate, 
including face-to-face introductions of 
the directory in appropriate venues, an 
expanded focus at the university system 
level, extrinsic motivators through lead-
ership buy-in, and intrinsic motivators 
through faculty-owned communities.

Marketing the Current Directory 
More Broadly

In addition to promotions such as 
e-mail and postcards sent to faculty, 
marketing the directory could include 
introducing it at new faculty orienta-
tions in the fall or during intensive tech-
nology workshops in the summer when 
faculty focus on their course designs. 
Time could be set aside at these sessions 
for faculty to create an account and enter 
information about at least one course 
and tool. Workshop leaders could help 
faculty translate the 10 general activi-
ties, correctly associate their tools, and 
answer individual questions.

If individual campuses lack enough 
faculty interested in teaching with tech-
nology to sustain an interactive direc-
tory on their own, it might be possible 
to create a community tool that bridges 
campuses in a university system or 

region. The TPD was recently presented 
to colleagues at the annual meeting of 
the UNC Teaching and Learning with 
Technology Collaborative.9 Comments 
from the audience suggest multiple 
institutions might be interested in con-
tributing to a shared directory. The criti-
cal mass of users that has not emerged 
on our campus may indeed be found by 
broadening the reach of the data collec-
tion. This approach is counter to the 
initial assessment purpose of the direc-
tory in documenting technology uses 
on our individual campus, but it could 
better support the secondary purpose of 
fostering faculty collaborations.

Faculty Assessments as an 
Extrinsic Motivator

Another strategy to promote adoption 
of the directory is to sell its value to lead-
ers who will in turn encourage faculty to 
participate. The primary purpose for the 
directory is to enable university admin-
istrators, deans, department heads, and 
technology staff to compile evidence 
of and assess innovative teaching 
with technology at appropriate levels.  
For example, a spreadsheet of inno-
vative teaching with technology in a  
specific college or department could  
assist with an upcoming accreditation 
or program review.

Achieving buy-in from leadership is 
an important factor the design team 
realized early on, leading to meetings 
with college technology directors to 

introduce the directory and ask for 
their input. The design team also wrote 
a letter to inform department heads of 
the tool’s value to them personally and 
provided sample e-mail text they could 
send to their own faculty requesting (or 
requiring) participation in the directory. 
The advisory committee discouraged 
delivery of this letter, however, suggest-
ing that directory participation should 
remain entirely voluntary.

Extrinsic motivators should not be dis-
counted entirely, given that the directory 
provides a good opportunity for admin-
istrators to get behind a project that val-
ues good teaching. The reappointment, 
promotion, and tenure process is often 
criticized for the lack of value it places 
on teaching; encouraging administra-
tors to use teaching-focused directories as 
another data source in evaluating faculty 
performance could serve to elevate the 
importance faculty place on document-
ing teaching practice. If faculty realize 
administrators will never use teaching-
focused data, they have less incentive to 
innovate or document teaching.

Faculty Communities as an 
Intrinsic Motivator

A secondary purpose for the directory 
is to help faculty find and collaborate 
with others, yet the current system only 
partially achieves this vision. Early direc-
tory users suggested the search output 
should include faculty e-mail addresses, 
Web page links, and tool links, making 
it easier to contact and view the work 
of others. Without adequate means to 
collaborate, the TPD serves only the 
primary purpose of data collection, 
not the secondary purpose of faculty 
 communities.

Early in the design process, we assumed 
groups such as the faculty teaching/
learning center could harvest names 
from the directory to organize learning 
communities around tools or activities 
of interest. This top-down approach for 
organizing groups is still possible after 
many users have joined the directory, 
but the design team believes bottom-up 
collaborations initiated by faculty would 
be even more powerful.

A recent article by Barrett lists no fewer 
than 22 Web 2.0 social networking tools 
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with features that could support faculty 
community building.10 TeachAde, for 
example, allows instructors to create a 
free account and join subject or topi-
cal groups of interest for communica-
tion and sharing of resources.11 Elgg is a 
related open-source tool through which 
institutions can set up self-contained 
communities for educators to develop 
profiles and share lessons and resourc-
es.12 The tool includes a host of features 
that could support a faculty working 
group, including profiles, group-edited 
blogs and wikis, RSS feeds aggregated 
around topics of interest to the working 
group, file repositories, and more.

In place of the current TPD, which 
is more like a static Web 1.0 directory 
with few features for collaboration, a 
modified TPD with Web 2.0 collabora-
tive features could include not only pro-
files for individual instructors but also 
profiles for groups interested in study-
ing topics such as learning objects or 
course management systems. Faculty 
could associate their individual profiles 
with groups, displaying their names, 
profile links, and photos on the group’s 
page along with other members. Group 
profiles might facilitate a sense of com-
munity and provide a visual indication 
of faculty interest in a topic. Special-
ized learning object groups might only 
have five to seven collaborators, while 
generalized distance learning groups 
might have hundreds. Group profiles 
would likely be directed by a faculty host 
responsible for accepting new member 
requests and posting virtual meeting 
dates, interesting links, grant RFPs, or 
other pertinent content for the group.

Lessons Learned
Many lessons were learned in the pro-

cess of designing and developing the 
faculty TPD. First, too much attention 
went to collecting assessment data for 
a host of agencies—the project’s pri-
mary purpose. Without extrinsic moti-
vators to encourage participation in an 
assessment initiative, the data clearly 
show that most faculty simply will not 
take the time to participate. And with 
a detailed data collection tool, the time 
required to participate was apparently 
significant for most users.

Second, not enough attention was 
paid to system features that would help 
faculty form collaborations and enhance 
their ongoing work. Thus, if administra-
tors were not going to use directory data 
to evaluate faculty performance, and 
faculty were unable to use directory data 
to connect in meaningful ways, both 
extrinsic and intrinsic motivators failed 
to foster faculty buy-in.

This project made progress in defin-
ing and refining theoretical and inter-
face designs to help faculty report uses 
of technology. These designs can still 
help faculty generate individual pro-
files, but the TPD should be redesigned 
to encourage more faculty participation 
through group profiles and the abil-
ity to connect individual and group 
profiles. The system should support 
faculty community building primar-
ily, with the assessment interests of 
other agencies addressed secondarily. 
Ultimately, more assessment data may 
be extracted indirectly from faculty and 
group profiles in robust communities 
than from an assessment tool no one 
is motivated to use. These preliminary 
findings provide a case other insti-
tutions can use as they plan similar 
directories or portals to enhance faculty 
collaborations around technology and 
perhaps feed assessment interests in 
the process. e
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